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AN APPROACH TO COLLABORATIVE FILTERING 
BY ARTMAP NEURAL NETWORKS 

Anatoli Nachev 

Abstract: Recommender systems are now widely used in e-commerce applications to assist customers to find 
relevant products from the many that are frequently available. Collaborative filtering (CF) is a key component of 
many of these systems, in which recommendations are made to users based on the opinions of similar users in a 
system. This paper presents a model-based approach to CF by using supervised ARTMAP neural networks (NN). 
This approach deploys formation of reference vectors, which makes a CF recommendation system able to 
classify user profile patterns into classes of similar profiles. Empirical results reported show that the proposed 
approach performs better than similar CF systems based on unsupervised ART2 NN or neighbourhood-based 
algorithm. 
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Introduction 
The World Wide Web has been established as a major platform for information and application delivery. The 
amount of content and functionality available often exceeds the cognitive capacity of users. This problem has also 
been characterized as information overload [13]. Since the World Wide Web has become widespread, more and 
more applications exist that are suitable for the application of social information filtering techniques. 
Recommender systems are now widely used in e-commerce applications to assist customers to find relevant 
products from the many that are frequently available. Collaborative filtering is a key component of many of these 
systems, in which recommendations are made to users based on the opinions of similar users in a system. 
In collaborative filtering preferences of a user are estimated through mining data available about the whole user 
population, implicitly exploiting analogies between users that show similar characteristics. 
A variety of CF filters or recommender systems have been designed, most of which can be grouped into two 
major classes: memory-based and model-based [10].  
Memory-based algorithms maintain a database of all users’ known preferences for all items, and for each 
prediction, perform some computation across the entire database. This approach is simpler, seem to work 
reasonably well in practice, and new data can be added easily and incrementally, however, it can become 
computationally expensive in terms of both time and space complexity, as the size of the database grows. 
On the other hand, model-based CF algorithms use the users’ preferences to learn a model, which is then used 
for predictions. They are small, fast, and essentially as accurate as memory based methods. Memory 
requirements for the model are generally less than for storing the full database and predictions can be calculated 
quickly once the model is generated. 
This paper presents a model based-approach to collaborative filtering by using supervised ARTMAP neural 
network. Proposed algorithm is based on formation of reference vectors that make a CF system able to classify 
user profile patterns into classes of similar profiles, which forms the basis of a recommendation system. 

Related Work 
A variety of collaborative filters or recommender systems have been designed and deployed. The Tapestry 
system relied on each user to identify like-minded users manually [5]. GroupLens [6] and Ringo [7], developed 
independently, were the first CF algorithms to automate prediction. Both are examples of the more general class 
of memory-based approaches, where for each prediction, some measure is calculated over the entire database of 
users’ ratings. Typically, a similarity score between the active user and every other user is calculated. Predictions 
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are generated by weighting each user’s ratings proportionally to his or her similarity to the active user. A variety of 
similarity metrics is possible. Resnick et al. [6] employ the Pearson correlation coefficient. Shardanand and Maes 
[7] test a few metrics, including correlation and mean squared difference. Breese et al. [8] propose the use of 
vector similarity, based on the vector cosine measure often employed in information retrieval. All of the memory-
based algorithms cited predict the active user’s rating as a similarity-weighted sum of the others users’ ratings, 
though other combination methods, such as a weighted product, are equally plausible. Basu et al. [9] explore the 
use of additional sources of information (for example, the age or sex of users, or the genre of movies) to aid 
prediction. Breese et al. [8] identify a second general class of model-based algorithms. In this approach, an 
underlying model of user preferences is first constructed, from which predictions are inferred. The authors 
describe and evaluate two probabilistic models, which they term the Bayesian clustering and Bayesian network 
models.  

Adaptive Resonance Theory  
Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) [1] [2] is family of neural networks for fast learning, pattern recognition, and 
prediction, including both unsupervised: ART1, ART2, ART2-A, ART3, Fuzzy ART, Distributed ART; and 
supervised: ARTMAP, Fuzzy ARTMAP, ART-EMAP, ARTMAP-IC, ARTMAP-FTR, Distributed ARTMAP, and 
Default ARTMAP systems.  
 

 

Figure 1. Components of an ARTMAP system. 
 
These ART models have been used for a wide range of applications, such as remote sensing, medical diagnosis, 
automatic target recognition, mobile robots, and database management. ART1 self-organizes recognition codes 
for binary input patterns; ART2 does the same for analogue input patterns. ART3 is the same as ART2 but 
includes a model of the chemical synapse that solves the memory-search problem of ART systems.  
Any ART module consists of two fields, 1F  and 2F , connected by two sets of adaptive connections: bottom-up 
connections, 21 FF → ; and top-down connections 12 FF → . In an ART module, the input pattern is presented 
to the 1F  field which normalizes and contrast-enhances features of the pattern. 2F  activation is then calculated 
by multiplying the 1F  pattern with the bottom-up weights. Lateral inhibition in the 2F  field then finds a winning 
2F  node. The degree of match between the top-down expectation pattern of the winning 2F  node and the 1F  
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pattern is then evaluated in a vigilance test to determine whether it is sufficient. If it is, then learning occurs in 
both the top-down and bottom-up connections of the winning 2F  node, otherwise the winning 2F  node is reset 
and the search continues. ARTMAP is a supervised neural network which consists of two unsupervised ART 
modules, ARTa and ARTb and an inter-ART associative memory, called a map-field (see Figure 1). 

ARTMAP Network 

ARTMAP architectures are neural networks that develop stable recognition codes in real time in response to 
arbitrary sequences of input patterns. They were designed to solve the stability-plasticity dilemma that every 
intelligent machine learning system has to face: how to keep learning from new events without forgetting 
previously learned information. ARTMAP networks were designed to accept binary input patterns [3].  
An ART module has three layers: the input layer ( 0F ), the comparison layer ( 1F ), and the recognition layer ( 2F ) 
with m , m  and n  neurons, respectively (see module ARTa or ARTb in Figure 2). The neurons, or nodes, in the 
2F  layer represent input categories. The 1F  and 2F  layers interact with each other through weighted bottom-up 

and top-down connections, which are modified when the network learns. There are additional gain control signals 
in the network that regulate its operation.  
At each presentation of a non-zero binary input pattern { } )m,,,i,,x(x K2110 =∈ , the network attempts to 
classify it into one of its existing categories based on its similarity to the stored prototype of each category node. 
More precisely, for each node j  in the 2F  layer, the bottom-up activation  

∑
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is calculated, where ijZ  is the strength of the bottom-up connection between 1F  node i  and 2F  node j . Since 
both the input and the bottom-up weight vectors are binary with ijZ  being the normalized version of ijz , jT , can 
also be expressed as  
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), jz is the binary top-down template (or prototype) of category j , and 

0β >  is the choice parameter. Then the 2F  node J  that has the highest bottom-up activation is selected, i.e. 
{ }n,,,j|TmaxT jj K21== . The prototype vector of the winning node { } )m,,,i,,z;z(J JiJ K2110 =∈  is then 

sent down to the 1F  layer through the top-down connections, where it is compared to the current input pattern: 
the strength of the match is given by  

x
zx J∩

, 

which is compared with a system parameter ρ  called vigilance )( 1ρ0 ≤< . If the input matches sufficiently, i.e., 
the match strength ρ≥ , then it is assigned to 2F  node J and both the bottom-up and top-down connections are 
adjusted for this node. If the stored prototype Jz  does not match the input sufficiently (match strength ρ< ), the 
winning 2F  node J  is reset for the period of presentation of the current input. Then another 2F  node (or 
category) will be selected, whose prototype will be matched against the input. This "hypothesis-testing" cycle is 
repeated until the network either finds a stored category whose prototype matches the input closely enough, or 
allocates a new 2F  node. Then learning takes place as described above. After an initial period of self-
stabilization, the network will directly (i.e., without search) access the prototype of one of the categories it has 
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found in a given training set. The higher the vigilance level, the larger number of smaller, or more specific, 
categories will be created. If 1ρ = , the network will learn every unique input perfectly with a different category. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Architecture of ARTMAP network. 
 

The architecture of the ARTMAP network can be seen in Figure 2. It consists of two ART modules that are linked 
together through an inter-ART associative memory, called map field abF . Module ARTa (with a baseline 
vigilance aρ  learns to categories input patterns presented at layer aF0 , while module ARTb with vigilance 

bρ develops categories of target patterns presented at layer bF0 . Modules aF2 and abF  are fully connected via 
associative links whose strengths are adjusted through learning. There are one-to-one, two-way, and non-
modifiable connections between nodes in the abF and bF2  layers, i.e., each bF2 node is connected to its 

corresponding abF node, and vice versa. A new association between an ARTa category J  and an ARTb 

category K  is learned by setting the corresponding aba FF →2  link to one and all other links from the same 

ARTa node to zero. When an input pattern is presented to the network, the abF  layer will receive inputs from 
both the ARTa module through the previously learned KJ →  associative link and the ARTb module from the 
active bF2 category node. If the two abF  inputs match, i.e., the network's prediction is confirmed by the selected 
target category, the network will learn by modifying the prototypes of the chosen ARTa and ARTb categories 
according to the ART learning equations shown above. If there is a mismatch at the abF layer, a map field reset 
signal will be generated, and a process called match tracking will start, whereby the baseline vigilance level of the 
ARTa module will be raised by the minimal amount needed to cause mismatch with the current ARTa input at the 

aF1  layer. This will subsequently trigger a search for another ARTa category, whose prediction will be matched 
against the current ARTb category at the abF layer again. This process continues until the network either finds 
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an ARTa category that predicts the category of the current target correctly, or creates a new aF2  node and a 
corresponding link in the map field, which will learn the current input/target pair correctly. The ARTa vigilance is 
then allowed to return to its resting level aρ .  
After a few presentations of the entire training set, the network will self-stabilize, and will read out the expected 
output for each input without search. 
 

ARTMAP Learning  
All ART1 learning is gated by 2F  activity - that is - the adaptive weights Jiz  and iJZ  can change only when the 
J -th 2F  node is active. Then both 12 FF →  and 21 FF →  weights are functions of the 1F  vector x , as follows:  

 

Top-down learning 
Stated as a differential equation, this learning rule is [3] 

)zx(yz
dt
d

jiijji −=  (2) 

In equation (2), learning by jiz  is gated by jy . When the jy  gate opens - that is when 0>jy  - then learning 
begins and jiz  is attracted to ix . In vector terms, if 0>jy , then approaches x . Initially all jiz  are maximal: 

10 =)(z ji . Thus with fast learning, the top-down weight vector Jz  is a binary vector at the start and end of each 
input presentation. 1F  activity vector can be described as 
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When node J  is active, learning causes  
)old(zI)new(z JJ ∩=  (4) 

where )old(zJ  denotes Jz  at the start of the input presentation.  
 

Bottom-up learning  
In simulations it is convenient to assign initial values to the bottom-up 21 FF →  adaptive weights ijZ  in such a 
way that 2F  nodes first become active in the order K,,j 21= . This can be accomplished by letting 

jij )(Z α0 = , where Nααα 21 >>> K . Like the top-down weight vector Jz , the bottom-up 21 FF →  weight 
vector )Z,,Z,,Z,Z(Z MJiJJJJ KK21≡  also becomes proportional to the 1F  output vector x  when the 2F  
node J  is active. In addition, however, the bottom-up weights are scaled inversely to x , so that 
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This 21 FF →  learning realizes a type of competition among the weights Jz  adjacent to a given 2F  node J . 
This competitive computation could alternatively be transferred to the 1F  field, as it is in ART2 [2]. During 
learning 
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The ijZ  initial values are required to be small enough so that  
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Experiments 
A series of experiments were conducted to estimate ARTMAP architecture as a model-based approach to CF. 
For experiments a CF component, based on ARTMAP neural network was used. It was designed with 60 

aF2 neurons, 40 bF2 neurons, and 40 abF map-field neurons. Two other CF components were also used – one 
based on ART2 network with 60 2F  neurons and one memory-based CF component that incorporates the 
popular neighbourhood-based algorithm, as described in [4]. 
Most of the results presented here were obtained by using the publicly available EachMovie dataset [12]. It 
contains 2,811,983 ratings on a scale from 1 to 5 for 1,628 movies by 72,916 users. On average, each user rated 
about 46.3 movies. As in [4], analysis was restricted to the users who have minimum the average for the 
database rating activity (45 entries) in their profile, and extracted 196817 vote records of the first 2000 of those 
users from the database. Restricted number of user reveals the performance of the model-based CF approach 
under conditions where the ratio of users to items is low. This is condition that every CF service has to go through 
in its first phase.  
The resulting dataset of users and their votes was divided into two data sets - a training set that contains 
randomly selected 60 rated items, and a test set with randomly selected 40 rated items. To simulate a growing 
database, three experiments were conducted using 30%, 60% and 100% of available profile entries, with 40 
control set entries in each case that we used to evaluate the computed recommendations. The three different 
subsets have been used as training sets for the neural networks and as input for the memory based method. 
Afterwards 1, 5, 15, and 30 recommendations were computed and compared to the control set of 
40 profile entries.  
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Figure 3. Correct recommendations with growing dataset. 

 
Figure 3 summarizes the results of those experiments. It can be seen that in terms of correct recommendations in 
conditions of growing dataset the ARTMAP network performed better than both ART2 network and memory 
based method.  
Second group of experiments aimed to compare response time of both the ART2 NN and memory-based 
neighborhood algorithm. Five series of experiments were conducted with growing number of users. The four test 
sets contain profile entries for 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 of the user data set. Each time recommendations were 
computed, the response time has been measured. Results summarized in Figure 4 show that the proposed 
ARTMAP CF component performs better that both ART2 and model-based components in terms of response 
time when the number of users increases. As expected and shown in Figure 4, the number of users has a much 
less significant influence to the performance of the neural network based methods than the memory-based one. 
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Figure 4. Response time. 

 

 

Conclusion 
Generally, the task in collaborative filtering is to predict the votes of a particular user from a database of user 
votes from a sample or population of other users. This paper presents a model based-approach to collaborative 
filtering by using supervised ARTMAP neural network (NN). Proposed algorithm is based on formation of 
reference vectors that make a CF system able to classify user profile patterns into classes of similar profiles, 
which forms the basis of a recommendation system. Experimental results presented here used the EachMovie 
data set. The first group of experiments shows classification accuracy in condition of growing database of votes. It 
can be seen the ARTMAP network provides better performance than both ART2 network and the popular 
memory-based neighborhood algorithm. The second group of experiments shows the advantage of the proposed 
ARTMAP model over both ART2 model and the memory-based method comparing response times in condition of 
growing number of users. 
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Abstract: The basic construction concepts of many-valued intellectual systems, which are adequate to primal 
problems of person activity and using hybrid tools with many-valued of coding are considered. The many-valued 
intellectual systems being two-place, but simulating neuron processes of space toting which are different on a 
level of actions, inertial and threshold of properties of neurons diaphragms, and also modification of frequency of 
following of the transmitted messages are created. All enumerated properties and functions in point of fact are 
essential not only are discrete on time, but also many-valued. 

Keywords: intelligent system, hybrid logic, multiple-valued logic, multi-state element. 
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Introduction 
The basic construction concepts of many-valued intellectual systems (MIS), which are adequate to primal 
problems of person activity and using hybrid tools with many-valued coding [1, 2] are considered. With 
materialism of a point of view these concepts are agreed with the dialectic laws opened by a man and their 
manifestations in problems connected with creation of identification systems prediction and recognition of imagery 
in which the interactive operational mode is a main part of the whole complex of intellectual properties.  
Those are, for example, the law of unity and struggle of contrasts – as availability in parallel operating in space 
and time of mechanisms both discrete, and continuous mapping objects of plants; the law of transition from 
quantitative changes to qualitative-quantitative changes of gradation levels of brightness and the colors result in 
qualitative changes in mapping of objects; the law of negation of negation – as a changes and alternation of 
coding indications of messages about objects in neurons of a brain – from space to temporal and from two-place 
to many-valued [3,5]. 
In particular, in works the accent on the concept of neuro-physiologic and neuro-cybernetic aspects of alive brain 
mechanisms is made. It is connected with the following natural neuron structures from nervous cells – neurons, 


